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          CORE Services. Sales of Apple and Lenovo Devices.

          - In stock and Custom orders

- Competitive discounts

- Data Migration

- Set up and Orientation

- AppleCare+, Lenovo, and SafeWare warranties available.

- Synchrony 6 month financing (interest deferred)
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          CORE Services. Mac and Lenovo Repair.

          - Data Capture and Recovery

- Device upgrades

- Genuine OEM Apple and Lenovo parts

- We Honor AppleCare+, Apple Limited Warranty, Lenovo warranties and SafeWare.

- Synchrony 6 month financing (interest deferred)
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          CORE Services. iPhone Repair.

          - While you wait repairs - 1 hour

- Genuine OEM Apple parts

- We Honor AppleCare+, Apple Limited Warranty, Lenovo warranties and SafeWare.

- Limited data capture and recovery

- Device replacements for iPhone, iPad, HomePods, AirPods, Watch
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          Priority Services

          TenPlus offers concierge-level, managed services IT program.


Click here for more information.
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        	TenPlus Systems is the most cross-platform credentialed technology business in the Triangle region. 
	Apple Authorized Service Provider and Value-Added Reseller (VAR).
	Serving the Triangle for 29 years.
	Lenovo Authorized Service Provider and Lenovo Certified Business Partner.
	Technicians and Engineers certified by Microsoft, Apple, Lenovo, Cisco, Adobe, and more!
	Deployment, maintenance, and retirement of your technology.
	Open to the public, end-user and business sales and service, at our place or yours.

	Hours of Operation: 
M-F: 8:30-6:00 
Saturdays: Closed
Sundays: Closed  
Address: 
500-C Uwharrie Court 
Raleigh, NC 27606 
Phone: (919) 832-5799 
Directions: 
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      What’s new from TenPlus
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                    Apple Studio Display
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        macOS vs Windows: Which One is Right for You?

        
          September 26, 2023 | Technology
        

        When it comes to choosing a laptop operating system, there are two main contenders: macOS and Windows. Both have their own strengths and weaknesses, so it's important to weigh your options carefully before making a decision.
macOS
MacOS is exclusive to Apple computers. Unlike Windows, you can’t find other computer manufacturers producing units that run this operating system. This exclusivity gives Apple more control over user experience, ensuring that macOS is optimized to work seamlessly with other Apple products.
Pros
	User-friendly interface
	Smooth performance
	Secure
	Wide range of apps available
	Good battery life

Cons
	Can be expensive
	Not as customizable as Windows
	Not as many games available

Windows
Windows is a more accessible operating system that is the most common among computer manufacturers. Since it’s widely used, Windows users benefit from a lot of computer brand and model choices and customization.
Pros
	Wide range of hardware support
	More customizable than macOS
	More games available
	More affordable

Cons
	Can be less user-friendly than macOS
	Not as secure as macOS
	Performance can be inconsistent

Which one is right for you?
The best way to decide which operating system is right for you is to consider your needs and preferences. If you're looking for a user-friendly and secure operating system with a wide range of apps available, then macOS is a good choice. If you need an operating system that's highly customizable and has a wide range of games available, then Windows is a good choice.
Here is a table that summarizes the key differences between macOS and Windows:
	Feature	macOS	Windows
	User-friendliness	Easy to use	More complex
	Performance	Smooth	Can be inconsistent
	Security	Very secure	Less secure
	App availability	Wide range of apps available	More games available
	Customization	Not as customizable as Windows	Highly customizable
	Price	More expensive	More affordable

Ultimately, the best way to decide which operating system is right for you is to try both and see which one you prefer. You can do this by installing a virtual machine on your current computer or by purchasing a new laptop with the operating system you want.
Here are some additional factors to consider when choosing between macOS and Windows:
	Your budget: macOS laptops are typically more expensive than Windows laptops.
	Your needs: If you need a laptop for work, macOS is a good choice because it's very secure. If you need a laptop for gaming, Windows is a good choice because there are more games available.
	Your preferences: If you prefer a user-friendly interface, macOS is a good choice. If you prefer a highly customizable operating system, Windows is a good choice.

If you need an expert opinion or you’re looking for an Apple Authorized Reseller and Lenovo Authorized reseller, reach out to TenPlus Systems.
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      Useful and Helpful Links

        
          	Find Us
	Apple and Lenovo Repair
	One To One Training
	Apple Products


        

        
          	Service Terms & Conditions
	TenPlus Newsletter Archive
	Audio/Video Solutions
	Network & Server Solutions


        

    

    
      Latest Tweet:

      
Tweets by @TenPlus_Systems
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